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wage-levels and of income-security benefits and allowances
could not have been maintained. The cost to the taxpayer
however—without including housing—amounted to nearly
£1,000,000 per day in 1945-48, or almost exactly the same
amount as will be paid by national insurance contributors
during the first few years under the law of 1946. And every
consumer of these articles became entitled to these rebates.
A middle term has been found between complete gratuity
and the payment of what is more or less the customary market
price. This is payment according to means. By a kind of
inverted means test, an inquiry is made to decide how much a
person shall pay instead of how little he shall be paid. And
this very seldom with the idea of excluding any claimant
from benefiting from these services. The poor-law laid down
this system when it wished, for instance, to hold a young man
responsible for letting his senile grandmother decay in a work-
house: the relieving officer investigated the resources of the
applicant's family. The municipal general hospitals also
generally adopted the same principle, which had been estab-
lished a generation earlier in voluntary hospitals: an almoner
investigates the resources of the applicant. In the school
medical service, including milk and meals, this method was
stipulated by statute from 1906 to 1944, although in actual
practice the inquiry into means was not everywhere very strin-
gent. After 1932 the board of education imported this principle
into the county grammar schools, by substituting special for
free places. And certain housing authorities began to experi-
ment with this time-honoured device in the new form of
differential rents or rent rebates. When the disadvantages of
gratuity have seemed to outweigh its advantages, whether in
their moral or in their economic effects, payment according
to means has been the favourite alternative principle. The
doubt whether it may militate against individual and collective
efforts to obtain better wages when applied not to temporary
or occasional requirements but to a lifelong necessity such as
housing is what makes the house-rent experiment a problem
of the greatest interest and importance. When differential

